
Image quality:
You can insert images or logos by clicking Insert > 
Picture or by copy and paste.

You can search icons here 
https://design.google.com/icons/, for example.

To obtain optimal results, the photos should have a 
resolution of at least 150 pixels per inch (ppi) in the 
final print size, logos should ideally have 300 ppi. For 
example, a photo in the size of 1,600 x 1,200 pixels on 
the printed poster with about 25 x 20 cm would be 
ideal.

To get a preview of the print quality, please select a 
zoom level of at least 100 %. 

Please note that, for example, a logo from a website 
will never have the correct resolution.

Colour scheme:
The colour theme of this template corresponds to the 
corporate design guidelines of the University of 
Vienna. Please do not change the colour theme or 
the colours of the bars (top and bottom). 

You may choose blue, wine red or mint green for the 
boxes:

Poster size:
This poster template has the format 
A0 with a size of 1,189 mm x 841 
mm (33.1“width and 46.8“ height ). 
It can be reduced to A1 by scaling it 
down by 70.6 %.

Placeholder:
You can find sample elements in the 
template, which can be changed in 
size and placed on the poster as 
required. Copy or delete elements 
according to your requirements. 

When creating your poster, please 
check with the conference organiser 
if there are any special 
requirements. 

Alignment of the 
elements:
To simplify the alignment of the 
elements, please display the guides 
(which will not be printed). Display 
guides under View -> Guides. 

To align the elements vertically, you 
can use the Align function (in the 
tab Shape Format > Arrange).

[This explanation will not be printed.]

Result boxes headers
Size of the header of the result boxes 
can change depending on the box size. 
Make sure to make them equally large 
before printing the poster. Adjusting 
them work similar changing the cell size 
of a table. [Click on the title and go to 
table / layout]

Sensitivity localization

Ensemble Sensitivity Analysis (ESA): Ensemble deviations of forecast metric 𝛅𝐣 are 

linearly dependent on the initial state ensemble deviations 𝛅𝐗 via sensitivity vector 𝐬:

Localization of 𝛅𝐣𝛅𝐗Tneeds to be applied to local subcomponents (i) while taking signal 

propagation into account. Localization of  𝛅𝐗𝛅𝐗T remains static:

Ensemble Forecast Sensitivity to Observation Impact (EFSOI): Equivalent, but for a 

verification observation 𝐘v instead of a forecast metric:
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● Sensitivity localization ≠ analysis localization

● Sensitivity localization greatly reduces 
necessary ensemble size, but requires 
estimating signal propagation.

● The ideal sensitivity localization length is just 
wide enough to cover the area the signal 
could propagate to. 

Examples of sensitivity calculated from toymodel test shown below. Goal is to lie 
close to the dashed ref line. The different lines mark different ensemble sizes.

Introduction

Ensemble methods  to estimate the benefit of assimilated observations 

(e.g. EFSO, Kalnay 2012) or potential observations (e.g. ESA, Ancell 2007)  

on the forecast commonly do not cleanly distinguish between  two types 

of localization:  

a. Analysis localization, a component  of the forecast system. 

b. Sensitivity localization, applied to ensemble covariances 

between initial conditions and forecast to avoid  spurious 

correlations.

In this poster we use a toymodel to discuss the benefits and drawbacks of 

sensitivity localization, which  can be set equal to the analysis localization 

to simplify the calculation (Griewank 2023).  

Toymodel & signal propagation illustration
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Implications for observation impact studies

The better signal propagation is known, the tighter the sensitivity 

localization can be set. 
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